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Lunar galaxy with AKADEMIE® Acryl color Ink Christin Stapff "MÄDCHENKUNST"
The young German artist Christin Stapff has taken up the
currently very popular theme "Lunar Galaxy" and shows us
step by step how she creates “watercolour-like-effects”
with the AKADEMIE® Acryl color Ink from Schmincke,
incorporating handlettering elements.

You will need:

•
•
•

Schmincke AKADEMIE® Acryl color Ink: Ivory (221),
Primary Magenta (344), Indigo (444), Phthalogreen
(551), Silver, (800)
Watercolour paper, e.g.Hahnemühle
Acrylic brush round or watercolour brush (size 10 and
size 2), e.g. da Vinci
Mixing palette, pencil, a glass of water, saucer
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Preparation
Shake the pipette bottles well, as the pigments will settle on
the bottom after a certain time. Fill 3-4 drops of each colour
(except ivory) of AKADEMIE® Acryl color Ink into separate
chambers on your mixing pallet.

Step 1
Using a saucer and a pencil, draw a circle in the middle of
the watercolour paper. This serves as an outline for the
moon. Below the circle, leave space for the lettering.

Step 2
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Use a large round brush to paint the circular area evenly
with clear water.
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Step 3
Start with Primary Magenta, add about 3 drops of water and
spread the diluted colour pointwise on the wet surface. The
colour will flow due to the wet surface.

Step 4
Now, apply diluted with water, phthalogreen into the still wet
circle. Do not allow too much time between the individual
steps so that the paint does not dry.

Step 5
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For lighter blue areas add diluted indigo to the already
applied colours and then undiluted indigo to get more depth
in the lunar galaxy.
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Step 6
If you like, you can add colour accents with silver in some
places for a very special shimmering effect.

Step 7
Use a round brush (size 2) for writing the slogan "To the
moon & back" in brushlettering style. With the so-called
brushlettering, the rule applies: strokes that lead down are
written in a thick way with pressure on the brush, while
strokes that lead up are written narrowly with little pressure.
Add colour accents into the freshly written, still wet letters.
The lunar galaxy now must dry well.

Step 8
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When the colours are dry, you can put the ivory paint in
a chamber on your mixing palette and add a few drops of
water. Soak a large brush with this diluted colour. Now you
spread smaller and larger colour splashes by tapping on
the brush (above the painting). Once the stars of the lunar
galaxy have dried, you have created an impressive work of
art with modern glitter effects.
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Watercolour-like painting full of imagination by Christin
Stapff

The artist
I am Christin, creative book author, illustrator, designer and
on social media also known as ”Mädchenkunst”. I am a TV
editor, now working as a freelancer and happy to be able to
combine my creativity with journalism. In 2015 I discovered
handlettering on Instagram - and it was love at the first click.
I revived my creative roots and since then I’m practising
brushlettering, watercolor painting and illustration.
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www.maedchenkunst.de / @maedchenkunst
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AKADEMIE® Acryl color Ink
- the liquid form of AKADEMIE® Acryl color

•
•
•
•
•

AKADEMIE® Acryl color is now also available in a liquid form, as “pigmented acrylic ink” for painting and writing with
our liners No. 2-6 (except the colours gold and silver).
36 cadmium-free colours in a stable 50 ml pipette-plastic bottle
Identical pigmentation, coloristic and numbering as AKADEMIE® Acryl color – ideal compatibility
Shake before use - easily due to a glass ball
Dries water-resistant
Application with brush, pipette, drawing pen, Liner and airbrush (sprayable from 0.3 mm nozzle)

The described product attributes and application examples have been tested in the Schmincke laboratory. The information is based on our current
state of technical findings and experience. Due to the diversity of applications in terms of painting techniques, materials and working conditions,
as well as numerous possible influences, this information is based on a
general application range. A legally binding guarantee of specific attributes
or the suitability for a specific usage purpose cannot be derived from our information; therefore the use of the products must be adapted to the users'
individual conditions and tested in trials. For this reason, we cannot provide

a warranty for product attributes and/or assume liability for damages that
occur in connection with the use of our products.
By the way: Specifics for handling and product safety you will find on our
website www.schmincke.de (e.g. download/safety data sheets).
For special questions please don´t hesitate to ask our team in the lab!
The best way to get in contact with them is via mail at:
laborteam@schmincke.de.
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